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Your Kinglifter perfectly tailored to your application 
 

Each Kinglifter is configured specifically for the customer. The modular system, with 
standard models and many options, means that the Kinglifter can be perfectly tailored to the 
way you work. 

 

One of the most important choices you can make is the type of mast- fixed or moving. The 
duplex roller mast is patented by Terberg and can be fitted with reach forks or scissor mast 
with fixed forks to provide ‘Superreach’ functionality. This choice determines the way in 
which you unload the truck, as the latter allows for one-sided offload.  

 

Depending on the surface you will use your Kinglifter on, you can choose from one or three-
wheel drive. 3-wheel drive is suitable for operation on rough terrain, especially when you opt 
for larger wheels too. For the transportation of longer loads, 4- way operation to drive the 
forklift sideways is also available with the 3-wheel drive. 

 

Other options include hydraulically adjustable wheel arms and supports to ensure that the 
machine stays stable during the lifting and lowering of loads, without the operator having to 
leave their seat. Retractable wheel arms that allow the machine to get closer to the side of 
the ruck to aid in one-side offloading. Hydraulic fork adjusters are also available, which 
means no time is wasted changing the fork widths when loading different types of pallets or 
mounting onto the truck. You can also choose from several engine powers for an optimal 
work cycle and efficient fuel consumption. Finally, you can have your Kinglifter painted in the 
colour of your choice to match your corporate identity.  

 

The Kinglifter has been manufactured with convenience, efficiency, and safety in mind. By 
perfectly tailoring your Kinglifter to your application, you can improve your productivity, 
profitability and operator safety.  

 

To find out more about the options you can add to your Terberg Kinglifter visit 
https://www.terbergkinglifter.uk/ or contact info@terbergkinglifter.uk   
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Notes to Editor 

Bennie Equipment is the official UK distributor of Terberg Kinglifter. Bennie Equipment is a 
complete equipment solutions provider, offering material handling equipment, telehandlers,  

https://www.terbergkinglifter.uk/
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powered access, sweepers, cleaning / facility maintenance equipment and rough terrain 
forklifts. https://www.bennieequipment.co.uk/ 
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